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The Practical Workbook contains detailed interactive exercises such as fill-in-the-blank and matching, made
to reinforce learning and increase student comprehension.
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Perfect for school I bought these for school plus they worked perfectly fine. Wouldn't recommend this
for class, not used at all! especially if you don't possess the text book very disappointed. The pictures
actually help and the examine questions and key terms are very useful when studying for an exam. Love it!
I did use several the others, but I never once opened this one. Excellent Condition Fast Shipping and
exceptional condition.. Thanks Four Stars It was necessary for class. Five Stars Perfect condition! . Fast
Ship & In case you are studying for cosmetology, I really wouldn't bother with it - Also, I pointed out that
in these books, presently there is an amount of queries that are wrong or errors in spelling, keeping words
on the web pages etc. That it is quite noticeable. Someone must proceed through and update these!
Practical Workbook for Milady Seeing that described arrived quick. Great cost. I found out later on (after
buying hundreds of dollars worth of books and workbooks) that my class only needed the textbook, so I
didn't actually want to buy these other ones.. My wife was well pleased. Lots of information Great for
studying whether attending school or not Excellent Condition, Very Helpful I bought this as part of a trio
for my cosmetology class and I'm astonished at how thorough and easy to follow everything is! Wrong
work book especially if you don't have the written text book very disappointed.
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